
From: Bill Rooney
To: "Juerg Blumenthal"; "jmgould@ag.tamu.edu"; "Nael El-Hout"; "Russell Jessup"; "Stelly_David"; "Helms, Adam"
Cc: "Avant, Bob"; "McCutchen, Bill"; "Mullet, John E"; "Patricia Klein"; "Baltensperger, David"; "ssearcy@tamu.edu";

"James Richardson"; "Simpson, Shay"; "Spurlin, Shayna"
Subject: subtask budget recommendations
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 2:38:00 PM
Attachments: 09.29.09 DARPA budget breakdown - subtasks.xlsx

Greeetings subtask assignees:
 
Most all of you have been contacted and please find attached an excel file that has a divided budget
for those task with subtasks.  The exception to this is Russell Jessup, whom I did not mention
yesterday (too many names already), but does have activity in Goal 3, Task 1.  (Adam, can you update
Russ on the details?). 
 
I've listed a primary (first person) responsible for budget development - I'll assume that individual will
develop the budget as appropriate. 
 
Since we don't have a sugarcane breeder, Mike I assume that you will complete this or delegate as
appropriate. 
 
As usual, if there is a problem with numbers, please let me know and we can discuss.  If you need
more information so as to develop the budget and I can help (program/project issues), please give me
an e-mail or call.  If it is budget logistic issue, Adam will coordinate that answer. 
 
Bill
 
 
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151 
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																		Totals

		Task		Years 1-2		Subtask				Years 3-5		Subtask		Person Responsible		Purpose		Task		Subtask 

		1.1		$175,000						$400,000				Ceres, Inc.				$1,550,000

		1.2		$175,000						$400,000				J. Blumenthal				$1,550,000

		1.3		$350,000						$800,000				S. Searcy				$3,100,000

		1.4		$225,000						$350,000				J. Richardson				$1,500,000

		1.5		$75,000						$50,000				J. Richardson				$300,000

				$1,000,000						$2,000,000								$8,000,000



		2.1		$250,000						$350,000				J. Mullet/Klein/Rooney				$1,550,000

		2.2		$250,000						$400,000				J. Mullet/Klein/Rooney				$1,700,000

		2.3		$500,000						$750,000				W. Rooney/Peterson/Mullet/Klein				$3,250,000

				$1,000,000						$1,500,000								$6,500,000



		3.1		$150,000						$200,000								$900,000

						$50,000						$65,000		Sugarcane Breeder, Weslaco		facilities, crossing of energycane and iap sorghum				$295,000

						$50,000						$70,000		R. Jessup, College Station		facilities, crossing of perennial grasses to iap sorghum				$310,000

						$50,000						$65,000		Rooney/Stelly, College Station		faciilties, crossing of sorghum to all C4 energy grasses				$295,000

		3.2		$150,000						$200,000								$900,000

						$60,000						$70,000		Sugarcane Breeder, Weslaco		establish, manage sorghum/cane screening nurseries				$330,000

						$90,000						$130,000		Rooney/Stelly, College Station		establish, manage 2 sorghum/cane screening nurseries				$570,000

		3.3		$150,000						$300,000								$1,200,000

						$20,000						$50,000		Rooney, College Station		establish seed increase for sorghum/cane agronomy				$190,000

						$65,000						$125,000		Blumenthal, College Station		conduct agronomic research trials with sorghum/cane 				$505,000

						$65,000						$125,000		El-Hout, Weslaco		conduct agronomic research trials with sorghum/cane 				$505,000

		3.4		$400,000						$600,000								$2,600,000

						$100,000						$125,000		Rooney/Stelly, College Station		sorghum breeding for iap seed parent development				$575,000

						$100,000						$125,000		Sugarcane Breeder, Weslaco		cane breeding for iap pollinators				$575,000

						$200,000						$350,000		Stelly/Rooney, College Station		cytological manipulation for hybrid production				$1,450,000

		3.5		$150,000						$200,000				Klein, College Station		iap fine mapping and cloning		$1,000,000

				$1,000,000						$1,500,000								$6,500,000



				$3,000,000						$5,000,000								$21,000,000
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